The Famous Agents family is growing in
North America: Introducing Sofitel and Pullman
With the addition of Sofitel and Pullman hotels, we’re giving you even more ways to earn Famous Agents points.
Every time you choose participating Sofitel and Pullman properties for your clients’ travel, you’ll earn points that
you can redeem for a wide range of rewards, from travel to fashion to home entertainment. Simply quote your
six-digit Famous Agents member number in the Special Instructions (SI) field, or quote your member number to
your reservation agent. Your qualified room nights will appear on your account within two to four weeks after
your client checks out.

Sofitel Hotels & Resorts surrounds you with modern
luxury touched with the spirit of art de vivre. Chic
experiences await passionate travellers at every Sofitel,
where the essence of the destination blends artfully
with French sensibility and style. With bespoke
service, sophisticated settings and state-of-the-art
amenities, every traveller is a special guest at Sofitel.

Our world is your playground. Throughout a 150-year history,
the values of exploration, comfort and dependability have
driven Pullman to become a truly pioneering travel brand.
Today, Pullman embodies upscale and upbeat travel that’s
perfectly in tempo with the global zeitgeist, but always
timeless. No matter where you are, Pullman’s playful
style and contemporary comfort help you achieve peak
performance—whether for business or leisure.

Earn Famous Agents points by actualizing room nights at the following participating hotels in North America:

Sofitel

Pullman

Sofitel Chicago Magnificent Mile
Sofitel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills
Sofitel Montreal Golden Mile
Sofitel New York
Sofitel Philadelphia
Sofitel Washington DC Lafayette Square

Pullman Miami Airport Hotel
Pullman San Francisco Bay Hotel

For client reservations
U.S./Canada +1 866 840 8077
Bermuda +1 800 204 5699
Brazil +800 891 3666
China North +10 800 714 1362
China South +10 800 140 1357
Indonesia +180 3018 5698
Italy +800 789 346

For more information
Please e-mail famousagents@accor.com, or call
+1 506 387 0387 (international) or 1 866 326 6875
(toll free in North America).
Not a member of Famous Agents?
Sign up today by visiting famousagents.frhi.com

South Africa +800 982 083
Spain +900 937 684
Thailand +1 800 1562 045 701
All other countries +1 506 387 0381
Use GDS chain code YR for Raffles, FA for Fairmont,
SL for Swissôtel, SB for Sofitel and PU for Pullman.

